Biometrics is an automated method of recognizing a person based on her physiological or behavioral characteristics, and is potentially a powerful and reliable method for personal identification. Biometrics is a multidisciplinary research area of different subjects e.g. signal processing, pattern recognition, computer vision, biology, and statistics. Due to their highly secure and trustworthy characteristics, biometrics technologies are becoming the foundation of an extensive array of highly secure identification and personal verification solutions. In our daily life, we observe many applications of biometrics around us e.g. border control, driver license, time management and attendance, authentication at security gate, and surveillance etc.
The first paper by B. Tunc and M. Gokmen presents a manifold learning-based face recognition system under illumination variations. They develop an approach based on nonlinear manifold embedding to define a linear subspace for illumination variations. Their framework utilizes an optimization scheme to calculate the bases of the subspace. Since the optimization problem does not rely on the physical properties of the factor, their framework can also be used for other types of factors such as pose and expression variations.
The second paper by Choi et al. proposes an incremental face annotation framework for sharing and publishing face images under a large-scale web platform such as a social network service. The main contribution of their work is a computationally efficient incremental face recognition method in terms of time and memory allocation for web platforms where both training samples and users grow over time.
The next paper by Pan et al. deals with the non-intrusive liveness detection mechanism of face recognition against spoofing. They employ combination of the clues of eyeblinks and scene context for liveness detection of facial images in front of camera. The scene context clue is to detect video imposters that the eyeblink clue cannot detect and the eyeblink clue is to detect trimmed photograph of imposters that the scene context clue cannot detect.
The fourth paper by Khan et al. presents a privacypreserving and tokenless chaotic facehashing scheme to overcome the irrevocability problem of face-biometric. In their scheme, users don't need to posses USB tokens in generating pseudorandom sequences, which is a cost-effective solution. Besides, their scheme minimizes the system complexity with simple operations to attain secure and revocable FaceHash.
The paper by H. Beigi and J.A. Markowitz presents a proposal for speaker recognition which they call Standard Audio Format Encapsulation (SAFE). It supports all types of audio interchange operations while, at the same time, limiting the audio formats to a small set of widely-used, open standards. The SAFE proposal has been incorporated into speaker-recognition data interchange draft standards by different standardization agencies of biometrics.
The next paper by J. Galbally et al. performs evaluation of direct attacks on fingerprint verification systems. They used minutiae-based and ridge feature-based fingerprint recognition systems to perform experimentations on real and fake fingerprint images. They proposed that liveness detection procedures or multimodal authentication are two possible countermeasures against this type of fraudulent actions in biometric systems.
The paper by Lee et al. presents a non-invertible revocable bits extraction technique by means of quantizing the facial data from two feature extractors in the phase domain, which they called aligned feature-level fusion phase quantization (AFPQ). In this technique, Lee et al. utilize helper data to achieve the revocability requirement of bits extraction. The feature averaging and remainder normalization technique are integrated with the helper data to reduce feature variance within the same individual and increase the distinctiveness of bit strings of different individuals to achieve good recognition performance.
The last paper by Badrinath et al. proposes a palmprint based verification system which uses low-order Zernike moments of palmprint sub-images. They used Euclidean distance to match the Zernike moments of corresponding subimages of query and enrolled palmprints. These matching scores of sub-images are fused using a weighted fusion strategy. Their system can also classify the sub-image of palmprint into non-occluded or occluded region and verify user with the help of non-occluded regions.
